Loss of Points Procedure
Each week:
1) If a club is breached, they have 2 business days to respond to the breach notice sent by
CCF.
2) If the clubs response is deemed inadequate by CCF, or no response is given, a loss of
points notice will be sent out and the tables updated immediately.
3) The club has seven (7) days to appeal the loss of points and if upheld, the tables will be
reversed.
This procedure will allow for the tables to reflect the current state and standings of the
competition before the weekend round.
The following rule and regulation, 2.4.11, has been amended:
Rules & Regulations:
2.4.11 Loss of Points
a. In all instances where a regulation, or a penalty brought down there under, provides for
a “Loss of Points” or “Playing for No Points” or "Shall Receive No Points", the following
shall be recorded as the official result of the fixture in which the breach occurred, or
from which the penalty resulted: The match will always result in the offending team
forfeiting the game and goals awarded as follows: (added)
i.
If offending team won the match, full points allocated for the match shall be
forfeited to their opponents and the result recorded as two (2) goals scored by
the team getting the points to nil (0) goals by the team who has infringed.
ii.
In the event of the offending team drawing the match, the result of the match
shall be recorded as a win to their opponents by two (2) goals to nil (0). Full
points allocated for the match shall be awarded to their opponents.
iii.
In the event of the offending team being defeated, the result of that fixture shall
remain as a win to their opponents. However, any goals scored by the offending
team, shall be deleted, and if the winning team scored only one (1) goal, their
number of goals will be increased to two (2). If the winning team scored two (2)
or more goals, that number of goals will stand. In addition, the losing team shall
be penalised three (3) points (removed.)

